
From: "Rhodes, Matthew" <Matthew.Rhodes@highpeak.gov.uk>
Date: 13 July 2018 at 11:08:12 BST
To: 'Tony Dales' <TDales@bakers-solicitors.com>
Subject: RE: Edwards Wine Bar

Hi Tony
Please find below a quick precis of noise complaints regarding Edwards Wine Bar. There would 
appear to be 6 (possibly 7) that could be classed as licensing issues.
 
Further to the suggestion that Environmental Health have stated that the building is unsuitable 
following extensive noise surveys; I’ve spoken to Mr Hollingsworth (EHO) who investigated previous 
complaints from the site, and looked at case notes. I can find no suggestion that the building is not 
suitable for playing amplified music. A visual inspection suggests the building is well constructed 
with few, and small window openings (all be it single glazed). Previous noise measurements 
undertaken by HPBC (that I can find reference of) concerned noise from ventilation/air conditioning 
condenser fans.
 

1) 2/5/2006: Flare ref. 034420 – Music noise, bass beat
Letter sent to Edwards. Case closed (13/6/06) as no further contact from client.

 
2) 8/5/2007: Flare ref. 055015 -  Loud Music at night.
 
             7/5 Call from **COMPLAINANT** - loud music started night of Sunday 29/4.

Her husband rang  at midnight to ask that it be turned down - he left message on 
answerphone.  Music was turned down a little, but bass beat still clearly audible. 
Contacted Police who visited - music stopped at 2.30am 30/4 (crime number 
106050).  Said we will contact premises.

 
             8/5
             Telephone call made to DPS following request by Sue Lomas and Ian Nichols 

regarding nuisance from premises. Advised her she was in breach of her licence 
as music should have ceased at 12:30 (went on to 2am according to DPS). She 
requested a check for a party this weekend. Advised her we would wait to see if 
we had any further complaints following her making sure all the licence 
conditions were complied with. If complaints received, subsequent events would 
be monitored.

 
             17/12/2007
             End of Job - no further complaint received.
 
3) 2/1/2008: Flare ref. 086781 – Disco Noise

“I'm just at this moment (10:20pm) suffering from disco noise coming from 
Edward's Bar in Hadfield (The Station Yard, Station Road, Hadfield),hence my 
writing this email. I know that it's New Year's Eve and that there are people in 
the pub who are enjoying having their hearing damaged, but I prefer peace and 
quiet and expect to be able to do so in my own home. My doors and windows are 
closed and my curtains are drawn, yet I can still hear music from the disco over 
the top of my Television. Without the TV's masking effect, I might as well be in 
the pub. The noise began at around 9.30pm and I suppose it will continue into 
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the early hours. Fortunately, I sleep at the back of my house. Please ensure that 
this complaint is lodged with the licensing authorities.”

 
             9/1 Rang **COMPLAINANT** - they will contact us if he gets further problems 

and we will investigate.
 
             Case closed awaiting contact
 
4) 18/2/2008 Flare ref. 091864 – Patron Noise 
             “I am writing to you again about noise nuisance from Edward's Bar in Hadfield. 

Last night and into the small hours of today (Saturday the 16th Feb), customers 
of these premises were keeping visiting friends of ours awake.

 
             The no smoking legislation now means that a proportion of Edward's Bar 

clientelle spend time outside the bar itself (but still on their
             premises) and their laughing and joking and general banter was conducted at a 

pitch that it meant that it was impossible to sleep if you were using our front 
bedroom. I was aware of the beginnings of this nuisance from around 11.30pm 
and this grew in volume after I went to bed at the rear of the house at midnight. I 
am told by my visitors, that the noise finally stopped at around 3.00am (are they 
licensed to open this late?).

 
             Edward's Bar have provided smokers with a patio heater for their comfort, thus 

encouraging people to take their drinks out of doors and to stay outside longer 
than is necessary; isn't the licensee also obliged to monitor the behaviour of 
these customers with regard to noise and excessive drinking leading to 
rowdiness?

 
             I would like you to record this complaint, and to act to remind the Edward's Bar 

management of their obligation to their neighbours -   Just so that they know 
they are under some official scrutiny?”

 
 
5) 1/6/2009  Flare  ref. 133250 – compressor noise (not licencing issue)
6) 2/7/2009  Flare ref. 135927 -  compressor noise (not licencing issue)
 
7) 18/10/2010 Flare ref. 177133 – music noise ref condition 5 “doors and windows 

closed” 
 
             20/10/2010
             “Telephone Call Received...from **COMPLAINANT** just wants complaint to be 

logged for future reference if noise starts to be an issue. Premises normally 
reletively quiet.”

 
             20/10/2010 - Case closed after warning letter sent
 
 



8) 14/2/11    Flare ref.187669 – Patron noise
             15/2/2011
             Telephone call made to **COMPLAINANT**- he cannot say people making noise 

were from Edward's Wine Bar, he just heard   the noise from Station Yard. I 
pointed out to him that taxis park there and therefore could have been patrons 
from Palatine et al. Discussed possibility of open letter to both pubs with L.O. 
Paul Jackson. Decided to keep under review to see if recurs. Paul to keep under 
surveillance to see if Private Hire Vehices are ranking (illegal for private hire) in 
station yard.

 
9) 9/8/11      Flare ref. 203502 -  Fan/compressor noise ((not licencing issue)
 
10) 6/9/11     Flare ref.  205707 – Patron noise 
             “**COMPLAINANTS**property faces the back of Edwards Wine Bar, the pub has 

double doors onto the veranda. It was originally just for smokers but now a lot 
of people use it and throughout the summer the doors are open most of the 
time. It is very, very, noisy with music, general noise and people swearing 
sometimes till very late at night. At the back customers have also urinated 
outside. It is getting much worse and particularly on football days. 
**COMPLAINANT**believes that it is part of their conditions that the doors are 
kept closed.

 
16/9/11
DPS advised - licensing conditions require doors closed. No further complaint 
contact, case closed

 
 
Matthew Rhodes
Environmental Health Officer (Pollution Specialist)
 
High Peak Borough Council, Town Hall, Buxton, Derbyshire. SK17 6EL
Staffordshire Moorlands District Council, Moorlands House, Stockwell Street, Leek, Staffordshire. 
ST13 6HQ
    Tel:              01298 28400 (ext 4457)
 Mobile:        07976753809
@   E-mail:         Matthew.Rhodes@highpeak.gov.uk     Matthew.Rhodes@staffsmoorlands.gov.uk
     Website:           www.highpeak.gov.uk                                     www.staffsmoorlands.gov.uk
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